In this work we suggest a simple derivation, formally based on the classical Newtonian dynamics and gravity, of the Friedmann equations in the flat universe filled with usual matter for positive cosmological constant. Precisely, this derivation is formally based on the classical Newtonian gravity dynamics between universe "sphere" (with radius equivalent to "scale factor") containing usual matter and non-zero energy vacuum on the one hand, and, arbitrary small system resting at universe "sphere" surface on the other hand, under condition that total energy of the small system is exactly zero. Further, we consider quantum mechanical description (in quasi-classical approximation) of the small system by de Broglie wavelength and prove that for "scale factor" smaller than length corresponding to cosmological constant this de Broglie wavelength is larger than small system Compton wavelength, and vice versa, for "scale factor" larger than length corresponding to cosmological constant this de Broglie wavelength is smaller than small system Compton wavelength. It implies, according to Heisenberg uncertainty relations, imples an important fact. Namely, when universe "scale factor" is smaller than length corresponding to cosmological constant small system can be practically dynamically separated from quantum vacuum, and vice versa, when universe "scale factor" is larger than length corresponding to cosmological constant small system cannot be dynamically separated from quantum vacuum.
In this work we shall suggest a simple derivation, formally based on the classical Newtonian dynamics and gravity, of the Friedmann equations in the flat universe filled with usual matter for small positive cosmological constant (corresponding to recent observational data [1] , [2] ). Precisely, this derivation is formally based on the classical Newtonian gravity dynamics between universe "sphere" (with radius equivalent to "scale factor") containing usual matter and nonzero energy vacuum on the one hand, and, arbitrary small system resting at universe "sphere" surface on the other hand, under condition that total energy of the small system is exactly zero. Further, we shall consider quantum mechanical description (in quasi-classical approximation) of the small system by de Broglie wavelength and prove that for "scale factor" smaller than length corresponding to cosmological constant this de Broglie wavelength is larger than small system Compton wavelength, and vice versa, for "scale factor" larger than length corresponding to cosmological constant this de Broglie wavelength is smaller than small system Compton wavelength. It implies, according to Heisenberg uncertainty relations, imples an important fact. Namely, when universe "scale factor" is smaller than length corresponding to cosmological constant small system can be practically dynamically separated from quantum vacuum, and vice versa, when universe "scale factor" is larger than length corresponding to cosmological constant small system cannot be dynamically separated from quantum vacuum.
As it is well-known Friedman equations represent consequences of the Einstein's general relativistic equations in homogeneous and isotropic space-time. However, as it can be simply demonstrated, Friedman equations, for the flat universe and (positive) cosmological constant Λ (corresponding to contemporary observational data [1] , [2] ) can be formally derived using classical Newtonian dynamical equation in the following way.
Suppose that universe is practically homogeneously filled with a constant amount of the usual matter so that there is constant mass M of the usual matter homogeneously distributed over universe sphere of the volume V = 4 3 πR 3 (where R represents the universe scale factor or "radius" of the universe as a sphere) with mass density ρ m = M V decreasing with third degree of R.
Suppose, also that vacuum (in mentioned universe sphere) has non-zero mass-energy with constant mass density
where Λ represents the cosmological constant with observationally estimated value Λ ∼ 10 −52 [m −2 ] , while c represents the speed of light and G -Newtonian gravitational constant. In this way in the universe "sphere" there is vacuum mass V ρ v and total mass M + V ρ v .
Consider now a small system with mass m placed at the universe "sphere" surface so that radial speed of the system corresponds to the time change of the universe scale factor dR dt
≡Ṙ.
Suppose that this small system holds the following kinetic energy T , potential energy V , total energy E, and Lagrangian
Then classical Newtonian dynamics of the small system can be expressed by the Lagrange equation
or, equivalently by d dt
It yields
and furtherR
which represents the exact form of the second Friedman equation for flat universe with cosmological constant. Also, suppose the following additional condition
It, according to (1), (2) yields
and furtherṘ
which represents the exact form of the first Friedman equation for flat universe with cosmological constant. Consider now quantum mechanical description (in quasi-classical approximation) of the small system. In this description there is the following reduced de Broglie wavelength of the small system
Here L v = ( =h mc -reduced Compton wavelength of the small system whereh represents the reduced Planck constant, and R S = 2G M c 2 -Schwarzschild radius corresponding to M. Expression (13) is very interesting. Namely, in "usual" situations it can be supposed R ≫ R S and L v ≫ R S , so that expression (13) can be consequently approximated by
Then for R < L v it follows λ dB > λ Com which represents an "usual" ("normal") situation by the quantum detection of the small system length (or, roughly speaking, position). Namely, in this case, as it is well-known, according to Heisenberg uncertainty relations, small system kinetic energy uncertainty is smaller than small system rest energy. It forbids that here instead of single small system the pair small system and corresponding small anti-system can be created from quantum vacuum. Simply speaking, in this case small system dynamically can be practically separated from with quantum vacuum. But in opposite case, i.e. for R > L v , it follows λ dB < λ Com which represents an "unusual" ("anomalous") situation by the quantum detection of the small system length (or, roughly speaking, position). Namely, in this case, as it is well-known, according to Heisenberg uncertainty relations, small system kinetic energy uncertainty is larger than small system rest energy. It admits that here instead of single small system the pair small system and corresponding small anti-system can be created from quantum vacuum. Simply speaking, in this case small system dynamically cannot be separated from quantum vacuum.
In this way length corresponding to cosmological constant and cosmological constant become a simple meaning. Namely, they become quite naturally critical parameters characteristic for quantum interaction between practically any physical system in universe and quantum vacuum.
In conclusion we can shortly repeat and point out the following. In this work we suggest a simple derivation, formally based on the classical Newtonian dynamics and gravity, of the Friedmann equations in the flat universe filled with usual matter for positive cosmological constant. Precisely, this derivation is formally based on the classical Newtonian gravity dynamics between universe "sphere" (with radius equivalent to "scale factor") containing usual matter and non-zero energy vacuum on the one hand, and, arbitrary small system resting at universe "sphere" surface on the other hand, under condition that total energy of the small system is exactly zero. Further, we consider quantum mechanical description (in quasi-classical approximation) of the small system by de Broglie wavelength and prove that for "scale factor" smaller than length corresponding to cosmological constant this de Broglie wavelength is larger than small system Compton wavelength, and vice versa, for "scale factor" larger than length corresponding to cosmological constant this de Broglie wavelength is smaller than small system Compton wavelength. It implies, according to Heisenberg uncertainty relations, implies an important fact. Namely, when universe "scale factor" is smaller than length corresponding to cosmological constant small system can be practically dynamically separated from quantum vacuum, and vice versa, when universe "scale factor" is larger than length corresponding to cosmological constant small system cannot be dynamically separated from quantum vacuum.
